Application of ultrasonic probes prior to endoscopic resection of early gastric cancer.
The development of a new strip biopsy technique for endoscopic mucosectomy utilizing endoscopic saline injection and a double-channel endoscope permits the safe and simple resection of superficial type early gastric cancer which has been difficult to perform with conventional polypectomy techniques. Preresection assessment of the depth of invasion and postresection assessment of efficacy are important with regard to treatment of early gastric cancer, but conventional endoscopic ultrasonography employed for this purpose requires special equipment and involves intricate procedures. An ultrasonic probe which can be used endoscopically has recently been developed and is currently in the trial stage. The authors have conducted studies with respect to a 7.5 MHz radial scanning type Miniature Ultrasonic Probe as well as a 20 MHz manual linear scanning type Sonoprobe System. Experimental studies indicated that the former type is capable of delineating postresection ulcers, while the latter permitted delineation of tumors as hypoechoic images in 9 of 11 cases of early gastric cancer.